Discover your Path

Turn on interoperability anywhere, at anytime, with anyone. In healthcare, interoperability is the capability of individual information technology platforms and software applications to send, receive, find and use patient information to coordinate more effective care. The Path to Interoperability allows you to start anywhere -- with cloud faxing, Direct secure messaging, patient information query, and/or connectivity assessment and analytics. The possibilities will continue to evolve however Kno2 IaaS is immediately accessible via subscription and through HIT vendor integration.

Kno2’s Interoperability as a Service™ (IaaS) turns on connectivity to millions of healthcare providers and the capability to send, receive, find, and use patient information with everyone.

Kno2’s IaaS enables access to providers via cloud faxing, Direct secure messaging, patient information query (Carequality, CommonWell), patient care networks (Referrals, ACOs, HIEs) guided by connectivity assessments and analytics.
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